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Of the 46G municipal waste-water treatment facilities reqsirin3

phosphorus removal in the U .S . portion of the Great Lakes Basin, 218 are now

providing phosphorus removal . By the end of 1975, it is anticipated tha t

300 will be providing phosphorus removal in accordance with objectives of the

Agreement . During the same period, about 200 sewage treatment plants in Cr.tar :o

are expected to employ phosphorus removal .

In response to continued United States concerns over the use of ;:T.:

as a substitute for phosphorus, both sides exchanged results of recent researc_

in this area.

Both sides recognized that there was validity in the IJC's call for
improved analysis of water quality data and undertook, with the aid of the Boa__
structure established under the IJC, to increase the use of coca non procedures
among the jurisdictions concerned and to place additional emphasis on data
analysis . Both sides emphasized the importance of documenting the improvement
of the Lakes both from the standpoint of ensuring that each country meets its

co.caitments and in recognition that the Great Lakes Water Quality Agreement is
the first major international pollution abatement activity ever attempted
anywhere in the world .

United States EPA announced that its Chicago office has established
a Great Lakes Surveillance Branch to analyze and interpret Great Lakes water
quality data. The new branch is staffed by 8 professionals, and 7 additional

staff positions will be added by the end of the year . The branch will Fork
closely with the Chicago office's 33-man regional laboratory, which is prizari'_T
responsible for sample analysis and quality control. -

Both sides outlined steps they were taking to respond to the Cc .-: iss=:-'s

conclusions regarding water-borne viruses and persistent contaminants . They

expressed appreciation that the Co:-..mission in this area was drawing the

Government's attention to future requirements in order to ensure ms ::jmu.z protec-

tion for the public .

The two sides discussed at length the Co=ission's cozaer.ts on the r. :==

for compatible vessel waste regulations . The Canadi.-,n side emphasized the ir..7z:-

tance of having such regulations in place well be-ore the target dr :e i : the
Agreement and reported their readiness to promulgste existin3 draft Cznü_ :aZ

regulations calling for high quality treatment . United States officials w0:-te :
;. :out that the 1972 amendments to the Water Pollution Act require E :':. to

gate a regulation delineating procedures that vould result in no c :_sc : .ar,__

sewage into some or all of the waters of a state following certain statL :ory

actions by the state and EPA . In preliminary actions taken jointl•: vit; the

Coast CuaFd, EPA is recxamining the vessel waste managcment prograr. . ::ne. the

regulations that have been and must b 2 promulrated to respond to the Act .
Although no final decisions have been made, explorations are undervay to focus

on the co:npatability of standards betveen the two govern.-nents . The United States

ErA expe_ts to propose n r c^til . t ion on vessel v:r.ste roon .


